
ABSTRACT 

STRESSLESS HEAVY SYLLABLES AFFECT MAIN STRESS 
PERCEPTION OF SAUDI LEARNERS OF ENGLISH 

This study inspects whether stressless heavy syllables in English words 

affect main (primary) stress perception of Adult Saudi learners of English. With 

the use of 48 two-, three-, and four-syllable nonce words that correspond to the 

phonotactics of English and have only one heavy syllable and one stressed light 

syllable in each word, 10 participants listen to a recording of a native English 

speaker producing these words and match each word they hear to one of multiple 

written forms that match the heard word and differ only in having each syllable 

written in capitals and bolds at a time. The results show that stressless heavy 

syllables in English words affect main stress perception of Saudi learners of 

English when stress falls on light syllables in reality. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Saudi Learners of English and Stress Perception 

Saudi students at late elementary, intermediate, high schools and at 

university in Saudi Arabia mandatorily learn English as a foreign language. One of 

the problems they have to deal with when acquiring English is stress perception 

and production. Studies like Anani (1989), Youssef and Mazurkewich (1998), and 

Altmann (2006) show that Arabic-speaking learners of English have problems 

perceiving and producing English stress. 

Altmann (2006) shows that Arabic-speaking learners of English display 

effects of first language (L1) Arabic stress on second language (L2) English stress 

acquisition. She states that stress perception of Arabic speakers is the worst among 

many speakers of stress languages and that this might be due to quantity 

sensitivity and predictability of stress in Arabic. She suggests that further research 

is needed. Youssef and Mazurkewich (1998) show that Cairene Arabic speakers’ 

perception of English stress is affected by stress rules of their Arabic. The current 

study researches stressless heavy syllables effect on acquisition of stress on light 

syllables (‘stress’ always refers to main stress). In other words, this study inspects 

whether stressless heavy syllables in English words attract stress in the perception 

of Arabic-speaking Saudi learners of English. The study uses multiple-syllable 

words where stressless heavy syllables appear in every possible position so to 

assess whether they create a perception of stress. 

There are many different Arabic dialects spoken in Saudi Arabia. The 

participants used for this study speak one dialect and they all come from 

Alatawlah village in Albaha city that is located in the southwestern region of 

Saudi Arabia (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Albaha City, where Alatawlah Village is located north, in red.1 

Stress in the Alatawlah dialect is sensitive to quantity. That is, a heavy 

syllable attracts stress in this dialect. Final syllable codas in words are 

extrametrical in Alatawlah, e.g. [ˈsa.maʕt] ‘I heard’. 

To test whether stressless heavies affect stress perception in this study, 

nonce words that correspond to English phonotactics are used. Participants were 

chosen based on how bad their English was in order to maximize the effect of L1 

on L2 and to minimize the risk of having participants who perceive English words 

well. 

                                              

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Al_Bahah_in_Saudi_Arabia.svg 
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The Hypothesis 

Since stressless heavy syllables attract stress in Alatawlah Arabic, the 

hypothesis is that heavy syllables that bear no main stress in English words will 

nevertheless attract the perception of stress in Saudi learners of English. The 

expectation is that when an English word has a stressless heavy syllable in it and 

main stress falls on some other light syllable in that word, Saudi learners of 

English will often perceive a stressless heavy syllable as stressed while the light 

syllable that is actually stressed will consequently be perceived as stressless. 

Study Significance 

The results of this study show that stressless heavy syllables affect stress 

perception of Saudi learners of English. This leads to two significant points. First, 

the results of this study may help Arabic-speaking learners of English figure out 

one of the problematic effects of L1 that prevents them from perceiving stress in 

English words correctly and it may also help teachers of English in Arabic-

speaking countries to predict already some of the pronunciation problems that 

Arabic-speaking learners of English will have when learning new English words. 

Harris (1954) proposed that studying the effect of L1 on L2 acquisition may lead 

to better learn or teach L2. Archibald (1993) doubted that teaching the learner that 

their L1’s stress is quantity sensitive would have any affect on their performance. 

Second, this study supports the idea of stress transfer, where Arabic’s sensitivity to 

syllable quantity (see Dresher & Kaye 1990 for parameter settings) guides English 

stress perception (Youssef & Mazurkewich 1998). Youssef & Mazurkewich show 

that stressed final superheavy syllables and stressed heavy penults in English 

words are correctly perceived as stressed by advanced Cairene Arabic-speaking 

learners of English. Archibald (1993) shows that this is also the case with 
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Hungarian speakers learning English where the L1’s quantity sensitivity leads 

Hungarian speakers to perceive stress on stressed heavy syllables correctly. 

Structure of the Thesis 

The rest of the thesis is laid out as follows. The next chapter shows quantity 

sensitivity of the Arabic dialect under investigation, reviews stress perception 

studies of Arabic speakers learning English and shows that no study has ever 

checked the influence of stressless heavy syllables on stress perception of Arabic 

speakers. Chapter 3 is about what kinds of stimuli and participants are used to 

collect data and how the stimuli and participants are used to collect data. Chapter 4 

discusses the results of the stress perception test showing that stress perception of 

Saudi learners of English is affected by stressless heavy syllables in English 

words. Chapter 5 ends the thesis by stating the outcome of the study and by 

suggesting avenues for further research.



   

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

Heavy syllables attract stress in Arabic and English. The current study 

examines whether stressless heavy syllables affect Arabic speakers’ stress 

perception in English words, so this chapter will explore quantity sensitivity and 

the stress rules of Alatawlah Arabic and give examples for those rules. Also, it 

looks at previous studies of stress transfer from Arabic to English in adult second 

language acquisition. 

Quantity-Sensitivity 

Arabic Stress 

Arabic is a quantity-sensitive language where heavy syllables attract stress 

(e.g., Mitchell, 1960; Halle & Vergnaud, 1987 for Cairene Arabic; Langendoen, 

1968; McCarthy, 1979 for Classical Arabic; Watson, 2007 for San’ani and Cairene 

Arabic; Shifflett, 2011 for Tunisian Arabic; Alrajeh, 2011 for Modern Standard 

Arabic). Heavy syllables also attract stress in Alatawlah Arabic. However, stress 

commonly falls on light syllables as well. Following are the stress rules for 

Alatawlah Arabic. 

(1) Stress the ultimate syllable if it has a heavy vowel. Final syllable codas 

are extrametrical, e.g. [wa.ˈraɪ] ‘behind me’, [ʃar.ˈraɪ] ‘buyer’, 

[ma.saː.fa.ˈriːn] ‘they are travelling/travellers’, [bat.saː.fa.ˈruːn] ‘you will 

travel’, [da.ˈmaːr] ‘destruction’, [ħu.ˈseɪn] a male’s name’, and [ʔa.ˈʒaɪb] 

‘wonders’; 

(2) otherwise, stress the penultimate if heavy, e.g. [sˤaː.ˈfaħ.tak] ‘I shook 

your hand’, [ʔas.ˈtar.ʒalt] ‘I became a man’, [ʔal.mas.ta.ˈħiː.jah] ‘the shy’, 
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[sa.ˈfar.kum] ‘your travel’, [maʃ.ˈruː.bak] ‘your drink’ and [ħa.ˈbiː.bak] 

‘your lover’; 

(3) otherwise, stress the light penultimate or the heavy antepenultimate, e.g. 

[musˤ.ˈta.fa] ‘chosen’, [ʃaː.ˈra.kak] ‘he shared with you’, [ˈʃaː.ra.bah] 

‘drunk’, [sa.ˈfar.ʒa.lah] ‘quince’, [mat.ˈwar. ra.tˤah] ‘a female in trouble’, 

[ma.ˈsaː.fa.ran] ‘he travelled/ he is travelling’ and [faʒ.ˈʒa.rah] ‘he hurt 

him’; 

(4) otherwise, stress the penultimate if penultimate and antepenultimate are 

both lights, e.g. [man.ka.ˈsa.rah] ‘broken’, [θˤa.ˈra.bak] ‘he hit you’, 

[ħa.ˈʃa.rah] ‘an insect’ and [ba.ˈqa.rah] ‘a cow’. 

Arabic to English Stress Transfer 

Arabic speakers’ stress is sensitive to heavy syllables in Arabic. This makes 

it likely that Arabic-speaking learners of English might have trouble perceiving 

stress that fall on a light syllable in an English word when there is a heavy around. 

Altmann (2006) shows that Arabic speakers have great difficulty perceiving stress 

in English. They even have greater difficulty than French and Turkish speakers, 

who also have predictable stress like Arabic speakers, because Arabic is quantity-

sensitive. 

Youssef and Mazurkewich (1998) show that Cairene Arabic stress affects 

Cairene speakers’ perception of stress in English words. They show that Cairene 

speakers perceive stress correctly when it falls on a stressed final superheavy or a 

stressed penultimate heavy. In other words, they show that when test words’ stress 

resembles that of Cairene Arabic, Cairene speakers perceive it well but when test 

words’ stress does not resemble that of Cairene, participants tend to misperceive it. 
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This clearly indicates that this is a stress transfer effect that comes from speakers’ 

L1, Arabic. 

Heavy Syllables and Stress Perception 

There are some perception studies that investigate the effect of Arabic 

stress on the acquisition of English stress but no study has ever investigated or 

looked at whether stressless heavy syllables affect stress perception of Arabic-

speaking learners of English. Altmann (2006) examines stress perception and 

production of Arabic, Chinese, French, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, and Turkish 

speakers in light of Stress Typology Model and Stress Deafness Model but never 

looks at the effect of stressless heavy syllables on stress perception of Arabic-

speaking learners of English. Youssef and Mazurkewich (1998) examine Cairene 

Arabic speakers’ stress perception and production and argue that a second 

language learner may access universal grammar principles and reset parameters. 

They do not inspect whether stressless heavy syllables in English words affect 

stress perception of Cairene Arabic speakers. 

 



   

CHAPTER 3: METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Participants 

Participants are ten adult native speakers of an Arabic dialect spoken in 

Alatawlah village. Alatawlah village is one among many in Zahran tribe that is 

located in southwestern Saudi Arabia. There were 6 males and 4 females and their 

ages range from 14 to 55 years with a mean of 26.3. 

Participants speak only Arabic. As for English, all 10 participants identified 

their English as very bad. None of them is interested in learning English but some 

of them had to study it in school or university and some of them have to study it 

now at school or university. The basic criterion for choosing participants is to be 

very bad at speaking English. 

Stimuli 

This study uses nonce words because nonce words reduce the risk of 

participants knowing the pronunciation of the words used in the test. It employs 

nonce words in both the stress perception test and in the control-group test. 

Test Nonce Words 

There are 48 nonce words used to examine whether stressless heavy 

syllables affect main stress perception of Arabic speakers in English words. The 

48 nonce words correspond to the phonotactics of English. There are two-, three-, 

and four-syllable words, and each word contains only one stressless heavy syllable 

and the rest of syllables are light. Main stress always falls on a light syllable in all 

48 words. 

Stressless heavy syllables appear in every possible position in a word. In 

two syllable words, a heavy syllable comes only in the second syllable position 
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because if it comes in the first syllable position then the second syllable will be a 

stressed light and this does not occur in English. For example, English can have 

the word ‘vivid’ [ˈvɪ.vɪd] where the first syllable is a stressed light and the second 

syllable is a stressless heavy but it cannot have a word like ‘vidvi’ [vɪd.ˈvɪ] where 

the first syllable is a stressless heavy and the second syllable is a stressed light. In 

three- and four-syllable words, heavy syllables appear in all syllable positions 

because that happens in real English words. Table 1 shows the nonce words used 

to elicit whether stressless heavy syllables in English words affect stress 

perception of Arabic speakers. 

In Table 1, there are six kinds of heavy syllables used in this stress 

perception test. The rhymes of heavy syllables are (VC) a short vowel and a 

consonant, (VCC) a short vowel and two consonants, (V:) a long vowel, (V:C) a 

long vowel and a consonant, (VV) a diphthong, or (VVC) a diphthong and a 

consonant. 

Control-Group Nonce Words 

There are eight control-group nonce words used in this study. There are one 

two-syllable word, three three-syllable words, and four four-syllable words. The 

control-group words consist of light syllables only, hence (V) a short vowel, with 

main stress falls on positions where a stressless heavy syllable in the test nonce 

words can appear in. Hence, main stress falls on the second syllable in the two-

syllable word, and on all syllable positions in three- and four-syllable words. Table 

2 shows nonce words used in the control-group test. 

In Table 2, there are three words that end with a stressed light syllable. This 

does not occur in English but this has to be used to identify what effects may 

influence stress perception in the test, e.g. stress the penult or no ultimate stress. 
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Table 1 

 

Test Nonce Words 
Type of Heavy 

Syllable 

Two-syllable 

Words 

 

Three-syllable Words 

 

Four-syllable Words 

VC ripid [ˈɹɪ.pɪd] sandena [sæn.ˈdɛ.nə] indigina [ɪn.ˈdɪ.dʒɪ.nə] 

  kipanda [ˈkɪ.pən.də] takenzera [ˈtæ.kən.zɛ.ɹə] 

  senodum [ˈsɛ.nə.dəm] dikimanta [ˈdɪ.kɪ.mæn.tə] 

   vivinedan [vɪ.vɪ.ˈnɛ.dən] 

VCC kipics [ˈkɪ.pɪks] bugzmeta [bʌgz.ˈmɛ.tə] bilztripica [bɪlz.ˈtɹɪ.pɪ.kə] 

  ridundfra [ˈɹɪ.dʌnd.fɹə] masharkneta [mə.ʃærk.ˈnɛ.tə] 

  penocradz [ˈpɛ.nə.kɹædz] difibildsta [ˈdɪ.fɪ.bild.stə] 

   pinaporits [pɪ.ˈnæ.pə.rɪts] 

V: vicu [ˈvɪ.ku] yubena [ju.ˈbɛ.nə] sutilima [su.ˈtɪ.lɪ.mə] 

  raneea [ˈɹæ.ni.ə] dibureta [dɪ.bu.ˈɹɛ.tə] 

  dibifi [ˈdɪ.bɪ.fi] elimuka [ˈɛ.lɪ.mu.kə] 

   tolevoty [tə.ˈlɛ.və.ti] 

V:C demeez [ˈdɛ.meez] needzila [nid.ˈzɪ.lə] weendelika [win.ˈdɛ.lɪ.kə] 

  papeenda [ˈpæ.pin.də] baseenfela [ˈbæ.sin.fɛ.lə] 

  replidum [ˈɹɛ.plɪ.dum] minipupda [ˈmɪ.nɪ.pup.də] 

   conaloteez [kə.ˈnæ.lə.tiz] 

VV faloy [ˈfæ.lɔɪ] Naiana [naɪ.ˈæ.nə] saiawida [saɪ.ˈæ.wɪ.də] 

  rimaida [ˈɹɪ.maɪ.də] napowlita [ˈnæ.paʊ.lɪ.tə] 

  radaboy [ˈɹæ.də.bɔɪ] rekinoyka [ˈɹɜ.kɪ.nɔɪ.kə] 

   fifibaday [fɪ.fɪ.ˈbæ.deɪ] 

VVC cadaiz [ˈkæ.daɪz] dolfema [doʊl.ˈfɛ.mə] eitbrikila [eɪt.ˈbrɪ.kɪ.lə] 

  pipoynca [ˈpɪ.pɔɪn.kə] barolweba [ˈbæ.ɹoʊl.wɛ.bə] 

  bashomain [ˈbæ.ʃə.meɪn] likimowbna [ˈlɪ.kɪ.maʊb.nə] 

   trilikaraid [trɪ.lɪ.ˈkæ.ɹaɪd] 
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Table 2 

 

Control-Group Nonce Words 

Type of 

Syllable 

 

two-syllable words 

 

three-syllable words 

 

four-syllable words 

V mima [mɪ.ˈmæ] liniwa [ˈlɪ.nɪ.wə] lilikina [ˈlɪ.lɪ.kɪ.nə] 

  nimena [nɪ.ˈmɛ.nə] mineloda [mɪ.ˈnɛ.lə.də] 

  sitina [sɪ.tɪ.ˈnæ] tinizera [tɪ.nɪ.ˈzɛ.ɹə] 

   tikifima [tɪ.kɪ.fɪ.ˈmæ] 

Procedure 

Participants listen to a recording of 56 nonce words produced by a native 

speaker of English. After they listen to a word twice, they have three to four 

seconds to match the word they hear to one of multiple written words that have 

same spelling that matches the same heard word before moving on to the next 

word. If that word has two syllables then there are two written forms of that word, 

e.g. the word ‘ripid’ [ˈɹɪ.pɪd] has the following two written forms to match to: 

RIpid or riPID. If it has three syllables then there are three written forms and if it 

has four syllables then there are four written forms of that word. The difference 

between written forms of a single word is that each syllable is written in bold 

capital letters once, starting from the first syllable, while other syllables of that 

same word are written in non-bold small letters. On two papers stapled together, 

Participants mark a word that matches the heard one. Figure 2 shows four 

examples of how test nonce words look on the two papers each participant gets. 

See Appendix A for a complete list of those words. 
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RIpid riPID   

KIpanda kiPANda kipanDA  

TAkenzera taKANzera takanZEra takanzeRA 

PEnocradz peNOcradz penoCRADS  

Figure 2. Sample of test nonce words on test papers. 

 



   

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

Results of stress perception test indicate that Arabic-speaking learners of 

English tend to perceive stressless heavy syllables in English words as stressed 

when main stress falls on light syllables.  

Stressless Heavies Perceived Stressed 

Even though only light syllables bore stress in the nonce words, participants 

perceived stressless heavies as stressed in 42% of the cases; some stressless lights 

were misperceived as stressed as well, though in only 26% of cases (Figure 3). 

These results clearly show heavies tend to be perceived as stressed even when 

they’re stressless and lights tend to be perceived as stressless even when they are 

stressed. Also, both stressless heavies and stressless lights were incorrectly 

perceived as stressed but stressless heavies were perceived as stressed far more 

than stressless lights were. 

 
Figure 3. Percentage of stressless heavies, stressed lights, & stressless lights 

perceived as stressed. 
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For a detailed list of how many times each syllable in each word was 

perceieved stressed, see Appendix B. Now, comparisons of stressless heavies 

against stressed lights and stressless heavies against stressless lights are shown in 

the next two sections. 

Stressless Heavies vs. Stressed Lights 

There were 50% stressless heavies and 50% stressed lights in the 48 test 

nonce words. Based on these data, 48 stressed lights should be perceived as 

stressed 100% because they are stressed. Participants do not have any difficulty 

perceiving light syllables as stressed since stress rules in their Arabic dialect show 

that light syllables can receive main stress in Arabic words. Results of stressless 

heavies as opposed to stressed lights show that stressless heavies were perceived 

as stressed more than stressed lights were. Stressless heavies were perceived as 

stressed about 12% more than stressed lights were (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4. Stressless heavies in contrast to stressed lights. 
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Again, if stressless heavies would not affect stress perception, we could not 

have had a result of stressless heavies perceived as stressed 56% when they were 

actually not as opposed to stressed lights perceived as stressed 44% when they 

actually were. It is as if participants perceive stressless heavy syllables as syllables 

that bear main stress when they do not. This is evidence that stressless heavy 

syllables in English words affect stress perception of Arabic-speaking learners of 

English.  

Stressless Heavies vs. Stressless Lights 

There were 58% stressless lights versus 42% stressless heavies in the test. 

Participants must have perceived stressles heavies as stressed more than they did 

stressless lights otherwise the result that stressless heavies affect stress perception 

in the previous section is not true. The results of stressles heavies in contrast to 

stressless lights show that participants perceived stressless heavies as stressed far 

more than they perceived stressless lights as stressed. Participants perceived 

stressless heavies as stressed 62% while they perceived stressless lights as stressed 

38% (Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5. Stressless heavies in contrast to stressless lights. 
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Figure 5 shows that stressless heavies were perceived as stressed more 

often than stressless lights, even though there were substantially more stressless 

lights in the test. This supports the result shown in the previous section that 

stressless heavy syllables attract stress in the perception of Arabic-speaking 

learners of English. 

Conclusion 

This chapter showed that participants perceived stressless heavies as 

stressed even though they were not and stressed lights as stressless even though 

they were not, which was evidence that stressless heavies affect stress perception 

of Arabic speakers. Also, showing that participants perceived stressless heavies as 

stressed more than they perceived stressless lights as stressed supported the result 

that heavy syllables tend to be perceived as stressed even when they are stressless. 



   

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

Outcome of Study 

Stressless heavy syllables affect main stress perception of adult Arabic-

speaking second language learners of English. When an Arabic speaker from 

Alatawlah village in Albaha city in Saudi Arabia hears an English word like 

‘vivid’ [ˈvɪ.vɪd], he/she might perceive the second syllable as the stressed one. 

That is, he/she might likely perceive the stressless heavy syllable [vɪd] as stressed 

instead of perceiving the really stressed light syllable [ˈvɪ] as stressed. 

The result that stressless heavy syllables in English words affect Arabic 

speakers’ stress perception might extend to other languages Arabic speakers learn. 

So, when a Saudi speaker is learning any stress language, with light and heavy 

syllables, where main stress falls on a light syllable in a word, he/she may likely 

perceive stress on any stressless heavy syllable in that word. 

Avenues for Future Studies 

This study found out that stressless heavy syllables in English words affect 

Arabic speakers’ stress perception. An interesting follow-up study would examine 

whether stressless heavy syllables also affect stress production in second language 

learners. Altmann (2006) suspects that this might be the case for Arabic speakers 

and she states that this needs more robust investigation. Future researchers may do 

this by having Arabic speakers, who speak the same Arabic dialect, listen twice or 

thrice to a native English speaker’s recording of two-, three-, and four-syllable 

nonce words that correspond to English phonotactics and have only one heavy 

syllable, one stressed light syllable and the rest are stressless lights in each word. 

Afterwards, while recorded, participants produce these words and the researcher 
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listens to the recording of speakers’ production and investigates whether stress is 

produced on stressless heavy syllables or not.
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name:                                  age:    

 

MIma miMA   

LIniwa liNIwa liniWA  

NImena niMEna nimeNA  

SItina siTIna sitiNA  

LIlikina liLIkina liliKIna lilikiNA 

MIneloda miNEloda mineLOda mineloDA 

TInizera tiNIzera tiniZEra tinizeRA 

TIkifima tiKIfima tikiFIma tikifiMA 

RIpid riPID   

KIpanda kiPANda kipanDA  

TAkenzera taKANzera takanZEra takanzeRA 

PEnocradz peNOcradz penoCRADS  

DIfibildsta diFIbildsta difiBILDsta difibildSTA 

MAsharkneta maSHARKneta masharkNEta masharkneTA 

COnaloteez coNAloteez conaLOteez conaloTEEZ 

PApeenda paPEENda papeenDA  

VIcu viCU   

YUbena yuBEna yubeNA  

SUtilima suTIlima sutiLIma sutiliMA 

NAIana naiAna naiaNA  

NApowlita naPOWlita napowLIta napowliTA 

FIfibaday fiFIbaday fifiBAday fifibaDAY 

TRIlikaraid triLIkaraid triliKAraid trilikaRAID 

PIpoynca piPOYNca pipoynCA  
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SANdena sanDEna sandeNA  

VIvinedan viVInedan viviNEdan vivineDAN 

DIkimanta diKImanta dikiMANta dikimanTA 

PInaporits piNAporits pinaPOrits pinapoRITS 

RIdundfra riDUNDfra ridundFRA  

DEmeez deMEEZ   

NEEDzila needZIla neddziLA  

WEENdelika weenDElika weendeLIka weendeliKA 

RAneea raNEEa raneeA  

Elimuka eLImuka eliMUka elimuKA 

DIbureta diBUreta dibuREta dibureTA 

SAIawida saiAwida saiaWIda saiawiDA 

RImaida riMAIda rimaiDA  

CAdaiz caDAIZ   

DOLfema dolFEma dolfeMA  

BArolweba baROLweba barolWEba barolweBA 

INdigina inDIgina indiGIna indigiNA 

SEnodum seNOdum senoDUM  

KIpics kiPICS   

BUGZmeta bugzMEta bugzmeTA  

BILZtripica bilzTRIpica bilztriPIka bilztripiKA 

REplidum rePLIdum repliDUM  

MInipupda miNIpupda miniPUPda minipupDA 

BAseenfela baSEENfela baseenFEla baseenfeLA 

TOlevaty toLEvoty toleVOty tolevoTY 

DIbifi diBIfi dibiFI  
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FAloy faLOY   

RAdaboy raDAboy radaBOY  

REkinoyka reKInoyka rekiNOYka rekinoyKA 

BAshomain baSHOmain bashoMAIN  

EITbrikila eitBRIkila eitbriKIla eitbrikiLA 

LIkimowbna liKImowbna likiMOWBna likimowbNA 

name:  
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Syllable 

type 

Two-syllable Words Three-syllable Words Four-syllable Words 

VC ripid [ˈɹɪ1.pɪd9] sandena [sæn5.ˈdɛ4.nə1] indigina [ɪn1.ˈdɪ3.dʒɪ5.nə1] 

  kipanda [ˈkɪ3.pən7.də] takenzera [ˈtæ4.kən3.zɛ1.ɹə2] 

  senodum [ˈsɛ4.nə3.dəm3] dikimanta [ˈdɪ1.kɪ2.mæn7.tə] 

   vivinedan [vɪ1.vɪ2.ˈnɛ6.dən1] 

VCC kipics [ˈkɪ5.pɪks5] bugzmeta [bʌgz3.ˈmɛ4.tə3] bilztripica [bɪlz4.ˈtɹɪ4.pɪ1.kə1] 

  ridundfra [ˈɹɪ3.dʌnd3.fɹə4] masharkneta [mə.ʃærk10.ˈnɛ.tə] 

  penocradz [ˈpɛ2.nə5.kɹædz3] difibildsta [ˈdɪ1.fɪ7.bild1.stə1] 

   pinaporits [pɪ.ˈnæ7.pə1.rɪts2] 

V: vicu [ˈvɪ5.ku5] yubena [ju4.ˈbɛ4.nə2] sutilima [su2.ˈtɪ5.lɪ1.mə2] 

  raneea [ˈɹæ2.ni7.ə1] dibureta [dɪ1.bu4.ˈɹɛ3.tə2] 

  dibifi [ˈdɪ1.bɪ4.fi5] elimuka [ˈɛ.lɪ3.mu4.kə3] 

   tolevoty [tə1.ˈlɛ5.və4.ti] 

V:C demeez [ˈdɛ6.meez4] needzila [nid4.ˈzɪ4.lə2] weendelika [win3.ˈdɛ2.lɪ4.kə1] 

  papeenda [ˈpæ7.pin3.də] baseenfela [ˈbæ1.sin6.fɛ3.lə] 

  replidum [ˈɹɛ4.plɪ3.dum3] minipupda [ˈmɪ3.nɪ5.pup2.də] 

   conaloteez [kə2.ˈnæ5.lə2.tiz1] 

VV faloy [ˈfæ7.lɔɪ3] Naiana [naɪ3.ˈæ4.nə3] saiawida [saɪ4.ˈæ5.wɪ.də1] 

  rimaida [ˈɹɪ.maɪ9.də1] napowlita [ˈnæ2.paʊ6.lɪ1.tə1] 

  radaboy [ˈɹæ2.də3.bɔɪ5] rekinoyka [ˈɹɜ1.kɪ1.nɔɪ7.kə1] 

   fifibaday [fɪ.fɪ4.ˈbæ5.deɪ1] 

VVC cadaiz [ˈkæ4.daɪz6] dolfema [doʊl5.ˈfɛ3.mə2] eitbrikila [eɪt2.ˈbrɪ3.kɪ4.lə1] 

  pipoynca [ˈpɪ1.pɔɪn9.kə] barolweba [ˈbæ2.ɹoʊl5.wɛ2.bə1] 

  bashomain [ˈbæ2.ʃə6.meɪn2] likimowbna [ˈlɪ.kɪ3.maʊb7.nə] 
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   trilikaraid [trɪ1.lɪ1.ˈkæ6.ɹaɪd2] 

V mima [mɪ2.ˈmæ8] liniwa [ˈlɪ2.nɪ3.wə5] lilikina [ˈlɪ1.lɪ2.kɪ4.nə3] 

  nimena [nɪ1.ˈmɛ5.nə4] mineloda [mɪ1.ˈnɛ6.lə1.də2] 

  sitina [sɪ.tɪ3.ˈnæ7] tinizera [tɪ3.nɪ1.ˈzɛ4.ɹə2/] 

   tikifima [tɪ1.kɪ1.fɪ4.ˈmæ4] 
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